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Tiptoeturtle.com Announces Sale on Select Baby Einstein Toys for Christmas

Tiptoeturtle.com is having a sale on popular Baby Einstein toys for Christmas, including the
Press and Play Pal Toy and the best-selling Around the World Play Gym.

Birmingham, MI (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Tiptoeturtle.com, retailers of popular baby items and
accessories, recently announced a sale on popular Baby Einstein toys for Christmas. For a limited, holiday
shoppers who visit tiptoeturtle.com can enjoy lower prices on the most in-demand Baby Einstein toys title for
2011, with most items eligible for fast shipping in time for holiday gift giving. Included in the Baby Einstein
sale are the Press and Play Pal Toy, the Neptune Soother, and the popular Around the World Play Gym.
Shoppers are encouraged to shop the sale early to ensure holiday delivery and to avoid missing out on the low
prices on popular Baby Einstein toys, books and baby accessories.

According to Bob Smith, tiptoeturtle.com spokesperson, Baby Einstein toys for Christmas are some of the most
sought after gifts this year, “Baby Einstein toys are hot this year for parents, family and friends who are looking
for a high quality toy for their favorite little one this holiday season. We are excited to offer lower prices on
some of the most popular Baby Einstein items this holiday season at tiptoeturtle.com.” Smith added, “Baby
Einstein toys are safety tested and highly rated when it comes to learning and innovation. We know that your
baby will love these toys – you may even enjoy them too!”

Those looking for Baby Einstein toys for Christmas will find it easy to find the perfect gift on tiptoeturtle.com.
As Smith noted, “We’ve designed the site to be both informative and easy to use. With fast shipping, customer
reviews and low prices on select Baby Einstein items, shoppers will have no trouble when it comes to
purchasing a great gift that will arrive in plenty of time for Christmas.”

Tiptoeturtle.com is the premier destination for parents, families and friends who are looking for the best quality
baby toys and accessories. The online store specializes in wide variety of baby products, including car seats,
high chairs, toys and strollers from top selling brands. For more information, please visit http://tiptoeturtle.com.
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Contact Information
Bob Smith
Tiptoeturtle.com
http://tiptoeturtle.com
248-686-2646

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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